Remote Access to ECI Computing Labs

Full graphical desktop access to the ECI Windows and Linux computing labs is available remotely for the Spring quarter.

A connection to the Campus "Pulse Secure" VPN Service is required to make remote desktop connections to our computing labs. In addition, you will need to authenticate on the remote lab computer using your College of Engineering account.

To access the lab computers remotely, please follow the instructions below for your operating system.

- Windows (classic RDP client)
- Windows (modern RDP client)
- MacOS
- Linux

If you are having issues using the Campus VPN or installing/configuring your RDP client, please consult the FAQ and/or your local IT staff.

- ECE: help@ece.ucsb.edu
- ME: support@me.ucsb.edu
- CHE: george@engineering.ucsb.edu

Thank you,

Engineering Computing Infrastructure